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In 1944, two years before his death, Max Planck said this
“As a man who has devoted his whole life to the
most clear headed science, to the study of matter, I can
tell you as a result of my research about the atoms,
this much: There is no matter as such! All matter
originates and exists only by virtue of a force, which
brings the particles of an atom to vibration and holds
the minutest solar system of the atom together. We
must assume behind this force, the existence of a
conscious and intelligent Mind. This Mind is the matrix of all matter.”
What Max Planck was alluding to was the fact that things do happen in the
laboratory that cannot be fully explained. They are not a point on a graph or a number,
or a statistic, yet they are boldly there. Max Planck won the Nobel Prize for Physics in
1919 for his work on energy surrounding the atom – Field Quantum Mechanics. Even
though this quotation was expressed in the 20th century, the scientific validity of it
has not fully resonated.
In 1984, forty years after Max Planck’s declaration about the matrix of all matter,
an important story emerged from a laboratory in France. [from “The Field” by Lynne
McTaggart.] Dr. Jacques Benveniste was the Immunology Research Director of France’s
equivalent to our NIH. Elizabeth Davenas, his technologist recorded a reaction by white
cells – basophil degranulation - even though there were too few allergens and IgE in
the test tube to cause the reaction.
Elizabeth was sure that she had made an error in calculation. She repeated the
experiment ensuring that the last tube contained nothing but buffer so that no
reaction should take place in the last tube. But the same results were obtained and the
IgE coated white cell reacted as if it were being triggered by the allergen. Dr.
Benveniste continued to be intrigued by the result and after weeks of repeats that
showed powerful reactions in a solution that did not contain allergen, he started to
put forth other theories such as the presence of a secondary antibody or a second
allergen. None of his theories checked out. Next they made dilutions well past any
presence of allergen and no matter how far the dilutions were taken out, still a
reaction occurred. Dilutions of one part in 999 gave a positive reaction and dilutions to
120 tubes were conducted. In some of the weakest dilutions, more powerful reactions
occurred. What was being detected was the vibrational signature of the allergen
molecule. As long as the allergen had contact with the fluid at some point, even the
longest dilutions gave positive reactions.

Experiments continued from 1984 through 1999. Benveniste joined 5 labs in
France, Italy, Israel, Canada and 13 different scientists who all reproduced his
results. Finally in 1988, the collaborative research was published in Nature. In
the conclusion section, Benveniste stated:
“Specific information must have been transmitted during the
dilution/shaking process. Water can act as a template for the molecule, for
example, by infinite hydrogen bonded network, or electric and magnetic fields.
The precise nature of the phenomenon remains unexplained.”
He was clearly grasping at straws to try to explain the ‘memory of water’.
Interestingly, he had inadvertently validated homeopathy.
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INSIDE A MAMMALIAN CELL, THERE ARE 10,000 MOLECULES OF
WATER FOR EVERY ONE MOLECULE OF PROTEIN.
EACH MOLECULE IN THE UNIVERSE HAS A UNIQUE FREQUENCY (OR
SOUND WAVE OR VIBRATION). THE LANGUAGE IT USES TO SPEAK TO
THE WORLD IS IN RESONATING WAVES. HUMANS ARE MADE OF
MOLECULES AND THEREFORE HAVE RESONATING WAVES – BETWEEN
20 HRTZ AND 20 KILOHRTZ. WHICH REPRESENTS OUR VIBRATIONAL
OR ENERGETIC SIGNATURE.
EXPERIMENTS ON THE HUMAN HEART SHOW THAT YOU CAN
REPLACE THE ACTION OF A CHEMICAL SUCH AS ACETYLCHOLINE
WITH THAT OF A SOUND WAVE AND ACHIEVE THE SAME RESULTS.
(INCREASED BLOOD FLOW IN CORONARY ARTERIES) MOLECULES
SPEAK TO EACH OTHER IN OSCILLATING FREQUENCIES.
VIBRATIONS ARE A DRIVING FORCE AND A MEANS
OF COMMUNICATION WITHIN LIFE STRUCTURES.
THE COMMUNICATIONS OF THESE FREQUENCY
VIBRATIONS CAN BREAK DOWN FROM POLLUTION,
AND STRESS. HOW CAN WE RESTORE THEM? OUR
FREQUENCIES ARE IMPORTANT TO US AND TO THE
UNIVERSAL ENERGY BASE AS WE ARE ALL
CONNECTED ENERGETICALLY. WE NEED TO
RESTORE OUR SIGNATURE VIBRATION DAILY FOR
OPTIMAL HEALTH. MEDITATION WITH DIVINE
ASSISTANCE ARE KEY.
SO WE SEE THAT
IF
MOLECULES COMMUNICATE BY OSCILLATING
FREQUENCIES (VIBRATION)
AND A MOLECULE CAN LEAVE ITS MOLECULAR
SIGNATURE IN WATER EVEN IF THE MOLECULE IS NO
LONGER PRESENT
AND AS HUMANS WE ARE 80% WATER THAT CONTAINS
MILLIONS OF MOLECULES

THEN
EACH OF US SHOULD HAVE A VIBRATIONAL SIGNATURE
UNIQUE TO US. AS THIS SIGNATURE GETS DISRUPTED
OR DAMAGED AND HAS DISSONENT FREQUENCIES, THIS
LEADS TO ILLNESS. WHEN WE HEAL, WE RESTORE OUR
OWN VIBRATIONAL SIGNATURE TO ITS OPTIMAL
FUNCTIONING CAPACITY – TO ITS ROOTS. WE NEED TO
DO THIS DAILY FOR OPTIMAL HEALTH IN THE PRESENCE
OF DIVINE ENERGY.
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Larry Dossey, M.D. presents views of
consciousness that may influence our
thinking by explaining:
remote healing
reincarnation
NDE's
communication with the dead
communication with other species
collective awareness
epiphanies
premonitions
movement of flocks
fractals

Dossey writes from the assumption that all individual minds are
part of the cosmic consciousness, an infinite dimension he calls the
One Mind. He implores us to explore the outer reaches of human
consciousness and newly interpret our human experience. His hope
is that we learn how to develop empathy, show more love, and
become more aware. This may result in understanding what it
means to be human and help us to meet our destiny at this
challenging time in our history.
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Send me your
questions
BY SHEILA WOOD

I am interested in what is on your mind as
you progress through spiritual learning
curves. Your questions will also help others
to learn about different aspects of
metaphysics.

As we all know, often answers
to questions birth more
questions.

This page will reflect your input and curious
mind. Hopefully, it will be a continuous
dialogue and serve to develop concepts as
inputs are collected.

So in a word - this is the
"Don't Be Shy"
page.

What is the thought/feeling/discussion around the statement "we aren't given more
than what we can't handle" and how that relates to suicide, spiritual emergencies
and mental illnesses? And the idea or reality that we chose to face these
challenges in our prebirth plan? Laurent

Stay tuned....some answers/comments next time
"Make sure that you
project from your heart
and listen to others. It is
the best way to grow.

Which came first - science or spirituality? Which
dominates today?
The science of humanity. This is how the Dalai Lama sees the
convergence of and now parallel journey of science and
spirituality. Both scientific thinkers and spiritual gurus are
agreeing on the premise that consciousness came first. Those who
were first aware of the layers of consciousness through meditation
had a glimpse of our soul origins long before scientists could fathom
our original existence as non-matter. We now know that matter is
simply a manifestation of consciousness and all that came before
matter evolved from consciousness to support it. In "The Universe
in a Single Atom: The Convergence of Science and Spirituality", The
Dalai Lama says -"There seems, according to quantum mechanics,
to be a startling and profound interconnectedness at the heart of
physics."

I have always been fascinated with the concept of a pair of
particles that are created at one place at the same time and
then separate and spin in opposite directions as they travel
away from one another and go in opposite directions. One spins
directionally up and the other directionally down. Even as
scientists explore this phenomenon, there is a connection
between them that cannot be denied. Despite the separation,
these particles are known to be entangled.
Our ability now is to be able to realize that such particles
can represent the convergence of science with spirituality. One
cannot be separated from the other.

